


MY SUMMER VACATION LIST

MONT - II

SESSION - 2019-20

Dear Parents,

Its Summer time, summer brings a lot of Joy, Happiness and

quality time. So you are requested to spend quality time.

with your child. Since the little Xavierian’s are away from

school. So the teachers request you to inculcate the habit of

eating healthy food in your child. Give the child your best time,

love and care, make this vacation the most memorable moment in

their little hearts.

We are sending you a summer bucket list in how to keep your child

busy doing his/her holiday homework without any pressure. So

go ahead Enjoy, Relax and live life to fullest.
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Click your Happy Moments at your Nani's home and paste it

on A4 coloured sheet.

Click the photographs where are your parents taking you for

fun during summer holidays and paste it on A4 sheets.

If you are going to join any activity classes like dance class,

swimming class etc. Kindly click the photographs and paste it

on A4 sheets.

Make a 'FAMILY TREE' on A4 sheet. Paste passport sizes

photographs of your family members.

Go to the park and collect 2 types of leaves, flowers and

feathers and paste it on A4 sheets.

Tell your children about GOOD  HABITS and BAD HABITS

through Small Chart Paper and paste that pictures on A4 sheet.

Write and recognition of 10 times in separate thin

notebook.]

Do pg : 9 to 12 in Hindi Book.

Write and recognition of Aa to Ff [10 times in separate thin

notebook]

Do pg: 11 to 15,24 to 27,52,57,58,87,89 in Book 1
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Make a pretty necklace with the help of “ LADYFINGER”

impressions on A4 sheets.

Make a BUNCH OF GRAPES with the help of water colour on

A4 sheet.

Make a HUT with the help of ICE-CREAM  sticks and paste it

on A4 sheet.

Draw a big yummy MANGO on A4 sheet and paste yellow

pulses with the help of your parents.

Draw a sweet STRAWBERRY and do cotton dabbing.

On FATHER'S  DAY(16 JUNE) children will have to make a

small attractive CARD for theirs father. Kindly click a sweet

photograph and paste it on A4 sheet.

Make a small and attractive BIRTHDAY CARD with the help

of your parents . We are going to paste it in class.
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Develop fine motor skills; holding pencil, colouring, cutting with scissors,

use of Eraser.

Use good manners: like ‘Please' and 'Thank you'.

Talk about Social skills: Sharing, Wishing, Washing hands, Prayer Before

meal.

Practice number recognition: Count objects daily.

Give your wards Healthy food, Avoid Junk food, avoid oily food.

Brush Twice a Day.

Keep away from mobile sleep on time.

Play outdoor game.

At the end Dear parents kindly keep a good eye on school bag, shoes, socks as

the climate is such that some insects may be hiding among them.

So, for the proper safety of your child please do take care of these things.
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Write and recognition number 1 to 5 [10 times in separate thin

notebook.]

Learn Rhymes  - My Red Balloon, Brush My Teeth, Put Your

Right Hand in

Hindi Rhymes- pg :24, pg:37 from Hindi Book.

Learn Number Name 1(One).

Kindly keep all A4 sheets in a FOLDER. Keep all sheets neat

and clean.

D/P

In a week kindly tell a MOTIVATIONAL STORY to your child.

All homework is NECESSARY. The most attractive holiday

homework will be REWARDED. There will be a TEST after summer

from book - 1.
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